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What is IATI?

Multi-Stakeholder

Common Standard

Single point of access
IATI enables organisations to publish data that is...

- In a standardised format
- Regularly updated
- From a range of actors
- All in one place
- Forward looking
- Comparable
How does IATI work?
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Openaid.se

Partner country national system

D-portal.org

Curates & uses data
Why use IATI when you can create a new standard?

- IATI is already used by many countries, agencies and organisations
- It would be time-consuming and expensive to create a new standard
- There would be duplication of effort in using multiple standards
- IATI can adapt to include needed data types
A few major benefits

- Lower reporting costs
- Timely data
- Partner countries can import data
Thank you!
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What kind of organisations are publishing to IATI?

450

- NGO
- Government
- Multilateral
- Private Sector
- Academia / Training & Research
- Foundation
- Other Public Sector
- Public Private Partnership
Sida

Funding

Swedish CSO

Funding

Local CSO

Reporting

Analysis

IATI DATA
What information do organisations publish?

Organisation Standard
- Forward looking budgets
- Strategic documents
- Country budgets

Activity Standard
- Full transaction history
- Sub-national
- Geographic coding
- Sectors and Classifications
- Forward looking budgets
- Conditions, Outputs, Outcomes